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Just About to POP!
There's a lot of excitement around Asmark these days! Our "off-season" is normally filled with some pretty
mundane paperwork chores, however this year we are working on some great projects. Never has our staff
worked so hard, been so tired and yet been so excited over the announcements that we are making in this
newsletter. Please read on because most of the following is a direct result of feedback and input from our
clients such as you.
Training Videos To Be Kept On-Site For 1999!
Technology has made it possible for us to produce a set of videos to be kept at our client's facility. The set
of four videos will contain a total of 22 training subjects. Both "Agrichemical" and "Equipment" versions of
the video sets will be available for 1999. We have had hundreds of requests over the years for this type of
system and now it's great to be able to deliver this exciting new training system. Keeping the videos on-site
should cut your UPS cost for training by 60% as well, as be more convenient and flexible. The new system
will be available December 1, 1998.
IFCA Partners With Asmark
The IFCA Board of Directors has voted to form a partnership with Asmark. Weare very excited about
developing a program to help the IFCA membership with their compliance needs and look forward to
working with Lloyd Burling, Vic Thompson and Lisa Muirheid. We have worked with the IFCA staff over
the past 10 years and have a tremendous amount of respect for them and the association. Jason Roberts will
coordinate the IFCA program for Asmark. Watch for more information on the IFCA program in our next
newsletter.
ProFilesTMthe Ultimate Database for AG is Born!
Imagine a single source of information that can provide you with NFPA ratings, DOT shipping descriptions,
EPA registration numbers, CAS numbers, ingredients & percentages, SARA health hazard ratings, specific
gravity, density, formulations, manufacturers, Emergency Response Guidepage numbers, restricted-entry
intervals (RBIs), WPS notifications, package sizes, SARA product ratings, spill reporting reportable
quantities (RQs), WPS summary of personal protective equipment, "EHS" designations, flashpoints &
methods, SARA reportable amounts, marine pollutant designation and DOT placarding information. Now
imagine all this information available by phone, hard copy, on diskette and our new website. Plus, imagine
this beiug absolutely free to our clients. There are a lot of excited people over ProFilesTM. (Especially
Steve Norris, Julie Crisp and Mary Beth Ward who just completed updating, reading and keying 2,100
MSDS and product labels.) ProFilesTMcontains all the pesticide; fertilizer, petroleum, paint and consumer
products used in anyone of our client's MSDS files. New products will be added on a regular basis, as they
become available and are requested. You're not imagining auything, your contracted with the right
people Asmark We appreciate your business!
Emergency Response Course Update
Response was great for the third year in a row. Once again we filled all classes of the full course and will be
conducting the 8-Hour Refresher courses in early September. We will have all new scenarios that promise to
be exciting for these courses. (Anyone know what to do when a Spra-Coupe lands wheels-up?) If you
haven't gotten around to registering for your refresher training, give us a call and we'll get you signed up!

New Training Materials for 1999!
The new training system has prompted us to revise everything from the envelopes up to the videos for 1999.
Randy Lawrence and Ryan Christian have been working on the new videos since March and are about to
wrap up the shooting process. Here's a rundown of "what's new" for 1999:
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8 new videos including: Oxygen & Acetylene Safety, Welding & Cutting Safety, Waste
Management, Back Safety, Slips Trips & Falls, Driving Nurse Trucks, Wheel & Tire Safety and
the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations.
8 new videos designed for equipment dealers (OSHA/DOT/EPArequired subjects)
5 revised videos for regulatory reviews and scene improvements.
Basic Training tape has been shortened to eight subjects and view time is <2 Hours
New Training Manual expanded for 1999.
New streamlined safety-training reports.
Internet access for Initiation Forms and exchanging information.

Website to be Launched November 1, 1998!
We are proud to report www.asmarkcom is approximately 75% complete and on-schedule. This is one of
the most exciting projects that we have underway. This will be website that you will be able to utilize.
Many of our services will be available on-line and should help to further streamline your compliance efforts
in the future. Here is a brief rundown of what you will be able to do through www.asmarkcom:
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view or print off MSDS and product labels
view or print off from the ProFilesTMdatabase
- DOT shipping information
- DOT placarding information
- Worker Protection Standard information
- Spill reporting information
- NFPA hazard ratings
- Restricted-use recordkeeping information
- Emergency response information
complete forms or reports such as:
- Initiation Forms for new-hires/re-hires
- SARA Tier II reports
- Pesticide-Producing reports
- Workplace chemical lists
order regulatory products (ex. ERGs, Post Trips, etc)
send us information on physical and license dates as they are updated

Just imagine hiring a new employee this morning and you go to your computer, type in the information found
on the Initiation Form, push a button to send it to us via the website and within an hour being able to retrieve
the new employee's paperwork off your printer. With the videos on-site and a quick turn-around on the
paperwork the new-hire or re-hire process could be simplified and streamlined significantly. This is where
we are heading!
Honorable Mentions! (or who could forget)
With all the new and exciting things happening this summer at Asmark I have only left out mentioning a few
names. While all this great stuff is happening there are a lot of things that must happen daily in our business.
We have some great people like Christi Bowman who is responsible for 4,000 driver qualification files and is
in the middle of her annual review, and Angie Hoskins who is responsible for the new-hire and monthly
training and is in the middle of scanning and archiving her training records.

